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ABSTRACT
Binaural synthesis aims at eliciting the reference scene hearing sensations by recreating the sound pressures
at the eardrums, typically using headphones. If all transfer functions involved are approximated based
on eardrum probe microphone or traditional artificial head measurements, the headphones have been
shown not to influence the synthesis. It is also possible to achieve correct binaural synthesis with transfer
functions measured at the entrances to the blocked auditory canals. Then, the headphones may influence
the results. In this paper, a blocked auditory canal headphone selection criterion (HPSC) for binaural
synthesis is proposed. Further, a procedure is derived, which allows to evaluate the HPSC for specific
circum-aural headphones based on four measurements using a specifically designed artificial head.

1. INTRODUCTION
It is the goal of binaural synthesis to elicit the
hearing sensations of a reference scene using headphones (HPs) in the playback situation [1]. The
procedure is based on recreating the reference scene
ear signals, the sound pressures at the eardrums.
Typically, transfer functions (TFs) are recorded or
modeled between the sources to be simulated and
a reference position in the auditory canal of a human or an artificial head [2]. Using the adequate
procedure, it is possible to equalize the overall binaural synthesis TFs based on artificial head (AH)
or probe microphone recordings and corresponding
headphone impulse responses (HPIRs) regardless of

the specific HP model employed [2]. For binaural
synthesis using blocked auditory canal recordings
and blocked auditory canal HPIR based equalization on the contrary, the equations 74 and 80 given
by [2] can be interpreted in that this procedure
possibly results in erroneous ear signals.
In this paper, the question is addressed whether
HPs can be found that allow for the synthesis of
the reference scene ear signals. Appropriate HPs in
this context do according to [2] not alter the reference scene sound pressure TF between the blocked
auditory canal entrance and the eardrum with the
auditory canal open. Since these TFs are conceptual TFs that do not exist in reality, they cannot be
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measured. This results from the fact that no sound
pressure at the eardrum is present if the auditory
canal is blocked. Here, a blocked auditory canal
headphone selection criterion (HPSC) is proposed
and formulated in such a way that it can be derived
based on four TF measurements on an AH.
The paper is structured as follows: Starting from
a description of the existing approach to address
the suitability of HPs for binaural synthesis with
blocked auditory canal recording, the shortcomings
of this method are identified and discussed, motivating the formulation of a revised HP selection
criterion. On that basis, the HPSC is introduced
for human as well as artificial head situations. An
exemplary AH evaluation for two HPs shows the
general applicability of the procedure. In addition,
the stability and repeatability of the HPSC and
its implications on the overall binaural synthesis
TFs are discussed. For that purpose, a binaural
synthesis quality criterion is defined. A summary
concludes the paper.

inserted in the auditory canal so that the canal is
blocked and the microphone is positioned at the
canal entrance. For the measurement of the pressure
at the open entrance, [1] proposes probe microphone
measurement despite the associated reduction of the
signal to noise ratio (SNR) compared to miniature
microphones, since the latter would disturb the
sound field in the auditory canal.
Based on equation 1 and further assuming Zra being
independent of the source position, [1] splits the TF
from the point source pressure spectrum P1 to the
eardrum pressure spectrum P4 in different partial
TFs as given by
P4
P4 P 3 P2
=
.
P1
P3 P 2 P1

(2)

Considering HP reproduction, [1] splits up the transmission from the HP input voltage spectrum Uhp to
the eardrum pressure spectrum P7 using the pressure spectrum P6 at the entrance to the auditory
canal and its open-circuit pendant P5 , resulting in

The HPSC is evaluated here for two exemplary,
randomly selected HP specimens, which are consequently not representative for the corresponding
HP models. A large scale study allowing for more
general conclusions by including different HP models and several specimens per model is currently
being prepared at our institute. HP manufacturers
interested in having their circum- and supra-aural
HP models included in the study are encouraged to
contact the author.

The transmission from P5 to P6 is given based on
the transmission line model using the radiation
impedance Zhp at the entrance to the auditory canal
for HP playback by

2. PREVIOUS APPROACH

Here, Zhp includes the transfer characteristics of the
volume enclosed by the HP and the HP’s mechanical
and electrical subsystems.

[1] models the auditory canal as acoustic transmission line, for a point source in the free-field described
by the open-circuit pressure spectrum P2 and the radiation impedance Zra at the entrance to the canal.
Then, the pressure spectrum P3 at the ear canal
entrance in general is computed using Thévenin’s
theorem [3] by the spectral pressure division
P3
Zec
=
P2
Zec + Zra

P7
P7 P 6 P 5
=
.
Uhp
P6 P5 Uhp

P6
Zec
=
.
P5
Zec + Zhp

(3)

(4)

The transmission line model suggests identical transmission from the auditory canal entrance to the
eardrum for free-field and HP listening, that is
P7
P4
=
.
P6
P3

(5)

(1)

Equation 5 holds not true if the transmission line
model fails.

of the open-circuit pressure between the radiation
impedance and the auditory canal impedance Zec .
The transmission line model is assumed to be valid
up to a frequency in the range of 10 kHz.

The relation of the equations 1 and 4 describing the
transfer between the sound pressure at the entrance
to the auditory canal and its open-circuit pendant
is given by

To determine the open circuit-pressure, [1] employs
a miniature microphone built in a foam earplug and

P3 /P2
Zec + Zhp
=
.
P6 /P5
Zec + Zra

(6)
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This ratio is later [4] referred to as the pressure
division ratio (PDR). The PDR is approximately
unity if Zhp ≈ Zra or Zec  Zhp and Zec  Zra
hold. Then, equation 6 simplifies to
P3
P6
≈
,
P2
P5

(7)

and the corresponding HPs are by [1] referred to
as open headphones. Later [4], the term free-air
equivalent coupling to the ear (FEC) headphones is
introduced to identify HPs that fulfill equation 7.
For binaural synthesis based on recording using a
miniature microphone with the TF M1 = UM /PM
at the entrance to the blocked auditory canal, [1]
concludes that a correction filter with the TF
P4 /P3 P3 /P2
1
P7 /P6 P6 /P5 M1 P5 /Uhp
Zec + Zhp
1
=
Zec + Zra M1 P5 /Uhp

GC =

(8)

is required for the binaural synthesis to equal the
reference scene: “The equalizing filter should include
extra terms, if recording is made outside a blocked
ear canal [ . . . ]. The extra terms are not required,
when an open headphone is used for reproduction.”
This way, [1] assumes that the PDR defined by
equation 6 can be equalized for non FEC HPs. This
assumption is not necessarily true, because Zhp is
defined to include the transfer characteristics of the
volume enclosed by the HP and the HP’s mechanical
and electrical subsystems. For that reason, possibly
occurring resonance and modal effects in the HPhead system are also included. This may affect the
equalization process, since equalization of modal
structures or resonances is not possible completely
correct [5, 6].
2.1. Measurement Procedure
To determine PDRs with the motivation of addressing HPs’ FEC characteristics, [4] recorded the impulse responses (IRs) corresponding to the TFs
H5 =

P5'
P5 M 2
=
Uls
Uls

and H6 =

P6'
P6 M 2
(9)
=
Uls
Uls

from the loudspeaker (LS) input voltage spectra
Uls to the pressure spectra P5' and P6' at a probe
microphone with the TF M2 , stating: “Even though
efforts were undertaken [ . . . ], a small leak could

arise between the headphone cushion and the head
surface [ . . . and the ] presence of the probe tube
could also cause minor changes in the position and
orientation of the headphone capsule” [4]. For that
reason, the same probe microphone was used for
both measurements, assuming “this way the capsule displacement and the leak would have the same
influence on P5 and P6 , and the influence on the
pressure division was eliminated.” In addition, a
carefully designed measurement sequence was used,
consisting of first recording P5 with a probe microphone directly in front of the blocked entrance
to the auditory canal, then removing the earplug
with “as little disturbance of the probe microphone
as possible,” and recording P6 at the open canal
entrance immediately afterwards. Using the data
acquired that way, [4] computed the PDRs
P3 /P2
P3 /P2
=
H5 /H6
P5 /P6

(10)

(cf. equation 6) using the free-field pressure divisions P3 /P2 reported for the same subjects and
equipment by [7]. However, [4] remark that “small
changes in microphone and headphone positions
between measurements with open and blocked ear
canals and between free-air and headphone measurements [ . . . ] make[ s ] PDRs unreliable above approximately 7 kHz and thus they are not reported”. Based
on the PDRs, [4] address the question whether specific HPs are suitable for binaural synthesis with
blocked auditory canal recording and headphone
transfer function (HPTF) measurement. Suitability
is assumed if the HPs show FEC characteristics.
2.2. Shortcomings of the Approach
Being based on a transmission line model, the procedure proposed by [1] is valid in principle only
for wavelengths large compared to the auditory
canal diameter. According to [1], this leads for typical parameters to an upper limiting frequency of
approximately 10 kHz. Above this frequency, the
assumption of equal sound pressure transfer from
the auditory canal entrance to the eardrum in the
HP and free-field situations is no longer valid.
The necessity of using probe microphones for the
measurement of the PDR results in reduced SNR
compared to miniature microphone measurements
[4]. Further, the procedure requires the assumption
of Zra being independent of the source position,
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which is not necessarily fulfilled exactly for all configurations, especially in the frequency range above
some 5 kHz [8, 9].
However, the most significant shortcoming is of procedural nature: assuming the disturbance of the
probe microphone during the measurements of P5
and P6 with intermediate HP repositioning and
earplug removal to remain identical and to cancel
out that way when computing the PDR is questionable. Comparable issues evolve regarding the
probe microphone position. Both of these procedural shortcomings are especially likely to result
in high frequency errors, while leakage effects may
also occur at frequencies at the lower end of the HP
transmission range.
Questioning the validity of the results especially at
high frequencies is further supported by the decision
of [7] not to report the resulting PDRs for frequencies above 7 kHz. This shortcoming appears severe
taking into account the relevance of high frequency
information for the elevation localization [10, 11, 12]
and the sharpness perception [13, 14]. This becomes
even more important considering sharpness to be of
major influence on auditory pleasantness [15] and
timbre [16]. Consequently, a selection criterion covering the whole audible frequency range is desirable
and will be introduced in the following.
3. SELECTION CRITERION
The terminology in the remainder of this paper
is based on [2], with lower case letters indicating
signals s and systems h in the time domain, while
upper case letters denote spectra S and TFs H.
Signals or systems representing the left and right
channels of a two-channel system are summed up
by vectors and therefore set in bold fonts, in their
time and frequency domain representations. Consequently, the division or multiplication of TFs is
used as shorthand for element wise computation if
not denoted otherwise, and the division of TFs is
idealistically assumed to be valid [2]. Subscripts
are employed to differentiate between signals and
systems, while superscripts provide additional information on the specific signal or system. For
example are systems depending on individual characteristics indicated by the upper index ind, AH
related systems by ah, systems involving HPs by h,
and systems including blocked auditory canals by
b.
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3.1. Human Subjects
Based on the system theoretical binaural synthesis
framework introduced by [2], the requirements for
HPs to be appropriate for binaural synthesis with
blocked auditory canal recording (rec) and HPTFs
(hptf ) as well as human head playback (play) without further equalization can be derived from equation 80 (of [2]). Consequently, appropriate HPs are
required to show frequency independent TFs
Hind
hpsc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =
=

Hind
pm

,pe ,ls (xmrec )
!
b
=
ind,h
Hpm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
b

1.
(11)

Equation 11 is proposed as the blocked auditory
canal headphone selection criterion (HPSC, index
hpsc) here [17]. The HPSC can be read descriptively
in that the conceptual TFs
Hind
pm

b

,pe ,ls (xmrec )

(12)

for LS (index ls) and
Hind,h
pm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
b

(13)

for HP (index hp) playback, relating the sound
pressure spectra Pmb at the miniature microphones
(index m) in the blocked auditory canals to the ear
signal spectra Pe , have to be identical.
The conceptual TFs defined by the equations 12
and 13 are here referred to as the complex valued
blocking factors. The blocking factors are not measurable directly because the sound pressures at the
eardrums are not present if the auditory canals are
blocked. However, an alternate formulation of the
HPSC can be given using the equations 61 and 35 of
[2], which formulate the blocking factors dependent
on the TFs between the LS and HP input voltage
spectra Uls and Uhp and the different sound pressure spectra under consideration. This way, the
HPSC may be rewritten by
Hind
hpsc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =
=

Hind
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref )
Hind,b
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec )
·

·

Hind,h,b
uhp ,pm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

(14)
!

= 1.
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Equation 14 confirms that the complex valued blocking factors, which are the relations of the sound
pressure spectra at the eardrums and at the entrances to the blocked auditory canals, have to be
identical with LS and HP reproduction.
The LS and HP situations differ in the active sound
sources and in the fact that the HPs are present
in the HP playback and HPTF measurement situations, in contrast to the LS based recording situation
and reference scene (index ref ). Therefore, the differences in the blocking factors for LS versus HP
reproduction may arise from the different sound
sources or from the pure HP presence.
3.2. Human Subjects, Headphone Reference
The contributions of both the latter differences to
the overall effect can be separated by additionally
considering the binaural synthesis system with regard to a modified reference scene, the so-called
headphone reference scene. In contrast to the standard binaural synthesis reference scene defined as a
subject listening to a LS [2], the reference scene for
binaural synthesis (BS) with HP reference is defined
as a subject wearing non-operational headphones
listening to a LS [18].
Using BS with HP reference, the HP and LS situations are identical apart from the active sound
source. Consequently, the blocked auditory canal
headphone selection criterion with headphone reference predicts the differences in the blocking factors
between LS and HP playback due to the different
sound sources. This is formulated using the index
hpsc,s (the additional subscript s indicates consideration of the source effects) by
Hind,h
hpsc,s (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =
=

Hind,h
pm ,pe ,ls (xmrec , xhprec , xhpref )
b

Hind,h
pm ,pe ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hind,h
uls ,pe (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )
Hind,b,h
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec )
·

Hind,h,b
uhp ,pm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hind,h
uhp ,pe (xhpplay )

Hind,h
hpsc,p (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =
=

Hind
hpsc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hind,h
hpsc,s (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

(15)
·

(16)

Equation 14 further shows that evaluation of the
HPSC is not possible completely thorough on a
human head, since it involves the measurement of
the ear signals, which is in general not possible
completely correct because it would require to take
into account exactly the sound pressure detected by
the eardrum [19]. However, the HPSC may without loss of generality be evaluated using an AH.
Since the effects under consideration are HP characteristics, they are necessarily independent of the
specific evaluation head (cf. also section Hardware
Influences).
If an AH is used that is designed in such a way that
the microphones can be positioned reproducibly at
the entrances to the blocked auditory canals and at
the eardrum locations, equation 11 simplifies to
Hah
hpsc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =
=

Hah
pm
Hah,h
pm ,pahm
b

=

b

e ,hp

,pahme ,ls (xmrec )

(xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
(17)

Hah
uls ,pahm (xhref , xlsref )
Hah,b
uls ,pm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec )
Hah,h,b
uhp ,pm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hah,h
uhp ,pahm (xhpplay )

!

= 1.

Based on the equations 23, 25, 37, and 39 given
by [2], it is possible to rewrite equation 17 in a
practically more applicable way, solely dependent
on the HPTFs and the recording situation TFs by
Hah
hpsc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =

.

Here, identical HP positions xhpref = xhprec in
the headphone reference scene and the headphone
recording situation are assumed. The influences of

.

3.3. Artificial Heads

·

b

=

the HP presence (additional superscript p) on the
HPSC may then be assessed mathematically by

=

Hah
recahm (xhref , xlsref )
Hah,b
recm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec )
·

·

Hah,h,b
hptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hah,h
hptfahm (xhpplay )

(18)
.
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This formulation of the HPSC requires four measurements on a specifically designed AH to evaluate
the suitability of HPs for binaural synthesis with
blocked auditory canal recording. The AH must allow for positioning of the microphone reproducibly
at the eardrum position and at the entrance to the
blocked auditory canal. For measurement with such
an AH, the HPSC according to equation 18 is depicted in Figure 1 for the binaural synthesis of an
exemplary LS reference scene in reverberant laboratory environment, implemented with an RME
Fireface 400 audio interface and a Klein + Hummel
Studio Monitor Loudspeaker O 98 for two different
HP specimens (black Sennheiser HD 800, gray Stax
λ pro NEW).

3.4. Artificial Heads, Headphone Reference
Comparable to equation 17, the blocked auditory
canal headphone selection criterion with headphone
reference given for human subjects by equation 15
for binaural synthesis with headphone reference
scene is adapted to the AH case by
Hah,h
hpsc,s (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =
=

Hah,h
pm ,pahm
b

e ,ls

(xmrec , xhprec , xhpref )

(19)

Hah,h
pmb ,pahme ,hp (xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

.

Based on the voltage to sound pressure transfer
functions, equation 19 can be simplified to
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Fig. 1: Spectrally smoothed blocked auditory canal
headphone selection criterion (HPSC) for artificial head
recording, headphone transfer function measurement,
and evaluation using the same head. Sennheiser HD 800
(black) and Stax λ pro NEW headphones (gray).

·
(20)

.

Assuming identical HP positions xhpref = xhprec in
the headphone reference scene and the recording
situation, equation 19 may further be given in a simplified manner, solely dependent on the recording
situation and headphone transfer functions by
Hah,h
hpsc,s (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =

Figure 1 reveals frequency dependence of the HPSC
for both HP specimens under consideration. While
the criterion for the HPs indicated by the black line
shows a magnitude spectrum frequency independent
within ±3 dB, the criterion magnitude spectrum for
the model represented by the gray curve exhibits
spectral peaks up to 20 dB at frequencies above
about 6 kHz. Since the frequency dependencies of
the magnitude spectrum in the frequency range below about 3 kHz are comparable for both HPs, they
are most likely caused by the prototypical measurement setup itself. The HPSC group delay stays
frequency independent on average, while showing
narrow peaks and dips, especially in the mid and
low frequency range. However, based on the criterion introduced here, the HP specimen represented
by the black curve appears based on the prototypical measurement setup discussed here to be more
appropriate for application in binaural synthesis
with blocked auditory canal recording.

=

Hah,h
recahm (xhref , xlsref , xhpref )
·
ah,b,h
Hrecm (xhref , xlsref , xmrec , xhprec )
·

(21)

Hah,h,b
hptfm (xhphptf , xmhptf )
.
Hah,h
hptfahm (xhpplay )

Figure 2 shows the HPSC according to equation 21
for the binaural synthesis of an exemplary headphone reference scene implemented using an RME
Fireface 400 audio interface and a Klein + Hummel
Studio Monitor Loudspeaker O 98 with two different
HP specimens (black Sennheiser HD 800, gray Stax
λ pro NEW). The data of Figure 2 are qualitatively and quantitatively comparable to those given
by Figure 1. Consequently, for the HP specimens
under consideration, the source effect is assumed
to be the major influence factor on the artifacts
visible for the specimen indicated by the gray curve.
Again, this specimen is assumed to be less suited for
the application in binaural synthesis with blocked
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Fig. 2: Spectrally smoothed blocked auditory canal
headphone selection criterion with headphone reference (blocked auditory canal headphone selection criterion with headphone reference) for artificial head
recording, headphone transfer functions, and evaluation.
Sennheiser HD 800 (black), Stax λ pro NEW (gray).

Fig. 3: Spectrally smoothed blocked auditory canal
headphone selection criterion (HPSC) for artificial head
recording, headphone transfer functions, and evaluation
for Stax λ pro NEW headphones. Results for eight different sound incidence directions in the same laboratory
room (gray) and average (black).

auditory canal recording. The validity of this prognosis is verified by means of loudness comparisons
in [18] and [20].

that possible influences of the sound incidence direction on the HPSC are within the accuracy of the
prototypical measurement system employed here.

The influences of the HP presence on the HPSC
are for the AH situation given analogously to the
human head situation (equation 16) by

5. HARDWARE INFLUENCES

Hah
hpsc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
Hah,h
hpsc,s (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

4. STABILITY AND REPEATABILITY

.

(22)

20
10
0
−10

−20

Group delay / ms

=

Magnitude / dB

Hah,h
hpsc,p (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =

Figure 4 shows the HPSC according to equation 18 measured using an RME Fireface 400 and a
Klein + Hummel Studio Monitor Loudspeaker O 200
in a different room and with a different LS compared
to Figure 1.
20
10
0
−10

−20

0.02
2
0.02
2
0.5 1
5
10 20
0.5 1
5
10 20
To address the repeatability of the HPSC evaluaFrequency / kHz
Frequency / kHz
30
tion, seven sets of measurements according to equa-30
tion 18 were carried out using a custom made AH,
Fig. 4: Spectrally smoothed blocked auditory canal
an RME Fireface 400, a Klein + Hummel Studio
headphone selection criterion (HPSC) for artificial head
Monitor Loudspeaker O 200, and Stax λ pro NEW
recording, headphone transfer function measurement,
HPs. Since the measurements include different LS
and evaluation using the same head. Sennheiser HD 800
(black) and Stax λ pro NEW headphones (gray). Loudpositions, the effects of the sound incidence direcspeaker and measurement room different from the sitution can be assessed based on the data in addition.
ation shown in Figure 1.
Figure 3 shows the HPSC for each single measurement (gray) and the arithmetic mean (black) of
magnitude spectrum and group delay.
The similarity between the Figures 1 and 4 confirms
that the global characteristics of the magnitude
The data depicted in Figure 3 reveal the existence
spectrum remain constant in the different reverberof the prominent spectral characteristics in all magant laboratories and for the LSs considered here.
nitude spectra, while the individual group delay
It is important to note that the HPSC predictions
measurements show spectral peaks and dips, which
are valid only in the frequency range where the
appear to be less pronounced on average, but still
LS employed is able to provide energy to the mealie in the same frequency regions.
surement room. Influences of the specific AH on
Considering the magnitude spectrum, it appears
the HPSC are for circum-aural HPs based on the
valid to use a single measurement to predict the avheadphone transfer function variability data given
erage characteristics. It may further be concluded,
by [21] not expected. However, a study addressing
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the influence of the AH employed on the HPSC is
currently carried out at our laboratory.

describing the equalized artificial head binaural synthesis situation.
To achieve a quantitative accuracy measure for the
ear signals generated, an analytic criterion for the
quality of binaural synthesis systems, referred to
as binaural synthesis quality criterion (BSQC) is
derived based on AH validation measurements in the
following. A binaural synthesis system generates the
reference scene ear signals if the binaural synthesis
TFs according to equation 24 equal the reference
scene TFs defined by equation 4 of [2]. For AH
recording, equalization, and validation, this can be
formulated mathematically using the equations 15
and 16 of [2] in combination with equation 25 given
here by

6. RELATION TO THE OVERALL BINAURAL
SYNTHESIS TRANSFER FUNCTION
According to [2], the audio signal to be presented is
convolved in the actual binaural synthesis situation
with the IRs recorded according to section 3 of
[2] and appropriate equalization filters as defined
in section 6 of [2]. The convolution products are
presented to a listener by HPs (section 4). The ear
signal spectra of the equalized binaural synthesis
situation are then computed by
Pind,h
ebs (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf ) =
= Hind
eq (xhpplay , xmicrec , xhphptf , xmichptf ) · Sls ·
·

Hind,h
play (xhpplay )

·

!

Hah,h
bsver (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf ) =

Hind
recmic (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec ),

!

= Hah
refahm (xhref , xlsref ) · Hiah · Hahm

(23)

= Hah
recahm (xhref , xlsref ).

resulting in the equalized binaural synthesis TFs
Hind,h
(xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf )
bs
=
=

(26)
=

Pind,h
ebs (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf )
Sls
ind
Heq (xhpplay , xmicrec , xhphptf , xmichptf )·
ind
· Hind,h
play (xhpplay ) · Hrecmic (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec ).
(24)

!

Hah
bsqc (xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf ) = 1

For system development and evaluation purposes,
AH playback is desirable. While not exactly representing human head playback, AH evaluation allows
to assess all system theoretical aspects of binaural
synthesis without loss of generality. When transferring the results to human listeners, physical differences as for example the soft human tissue in
contrast to the typically harder AH surface or the
missing hair have to be considered [22, 23, 24].

=

Sls
(25)

Hah,h
bsver (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf )
(27)

Hah
rem (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf ) =
Hah
hpsc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )

Hah,h
bsver (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf ) =
Sah,h
ebs (xhref , xlsref , xmicrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmichptf )

Hah
recahm (xhref , xlsref )

A comparison of the HPSC defined by equation 17 to
the overall error of a binaural synthesis system with
blocked auditory canal recording according to the
corresponding BSQC as defined by equation 27 may
be used to reveal error contributions not covered
by the HPSC. These remaining error contributions
are consequently defined mathematically by

Relating the spectra of the digital sequences corresponding to the AH microphone output signals in
the evaluation situation to the LS driving spectrum
results in the TFs

=

In other words: the binaural synthesis and the
recording situation TFs acquired with the same AH
must be frequency independently identical for the
binaural synthesis outputs to equal the reference
scene ear signals. This requirement is defined as
the BSQC (index bsqc) by

Hah
bsqc (xmrec , xhpplay , xhphptf , xmhptf )
,

.

(28)

The evaluation of the remaining error according to
equation 28 is shown by Figure 5 for the exemplary
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situation considered here. The deviations indicated
by the HPSC selection criterion are confirmed to
cover the error in binaural synthesis with blocked
auditory canal recording and blocked auditory canal
HPTF based equalization for both HPs considered.
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Fig. 5: Spectrally smoothed relation of the blocked
auditory canal headphone selection criterion to the
BSQC for binaural synthesis with blocked auditory
canal recording and blocked auditory canal headphone
transfer function based equalization, implemented and
evaluated using an artificial head. Sennheiser HD 800
(black) and Stax λ pro NEW headphones (gray).

The spurious artifacts visible in Figure 5 are likely to
be caused by implementation constraints regarding
the equalization filter design [2, 21].
7. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, a blocked auditory canal headphone
selection criterion (HPSC) is proposed and evaluated. The criterion can be used to predict, based on
the four artificial head transfer function measurements given by equation 17, whether a specific pair
of headphones is suitable for binaural synthesis with
blocked auditory canal recording and headphone
transfer function measurement.
Speaking descriptively, the HPSC checks whether
the transfer functions connecting the sound pressure
spectra at the miniature microphones in the blocked
auditory canals and the sound pressure spectra
at the eardrums in the open auditory canals (the
complex valued blocking factors) are identical for
loudspeaker and headphone playback. In case the
HPSC predicts deviations for a specific headphone
specimen, the applicability of the specimen can be
decided in view of the intended application based
on the magnitude spectrum and group delay errors
predicted by the HPSC.
If an artificial head is employed that allows for
repeatably positioning the microphones at the

eardrum positions and at the entrances to the
blocked auditory canals, the procedure provides
valid results in the whole audible frequency range.
Furthermore, a simple relation to the overall binaural synthesis transfer functions defined as the
binaural synthesis quality criterion is given inherently.
The method proposed for the same purpose by [1]
allows for valid measurements only in the frequency
range below 7 kHz, primarily due to being founded
on the transmission line theory and procedural reasons [4]. Further, it requires using probe microphones, which provide systematically less signal to
noise ratio than the miniature or artificial head
microphones used here.
Based on the theory presented in this paper, a large
scale study is currently being set up at our laboratory, addressing the HPSC compliance of headphones. To be representative for the respective
headphone models, a sample of at least five specimens per model will be included in the test. Headphone manufacturers interested in having one or
more circum- or supra-aural headphone models included in the study are welcome to contact the
author.
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